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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe how vehicle systems and the vehicle motion control are
affected by automated driving on public roads. We describe the redundancy needed
for a road vehicle to meet certain safety goals. The concept of system safety as well
as system solutions to fault tolerant actuation of steering and braking and the asso-
ciated fault tolerant power supply is described. Notably restriction of the operational
domain in case of reduced capability of the driving automation system is discussed.
Further we consider path tracking, state estimation of vehicle motion control re-
quired for automated driving as well as an example of a minimum risk maneuver
and redundant steering by means of differential braking. The steering by differen-
tial braking could offer heterogeneous or dissimilar redundancy that complements
the redundancy of described fault tolerant steering systems for driving automation
equipped vehicles. Finally the important topic of verification of driving automation
systems is addressed.
KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction
Automated driving has attracted considerable interest from industry and the general
public. The main drivers for automated driving are that connected automated vehicles
have the potential to improve traffic safety, fuel efficiency and traffic flow [1]. According
to [2] automated vehicles may also result in less required parking and fewer vehicles,
but more distance traveled in total. They point out that obstacles to adoption include
cost, liability, licensing, security, and privacy concerns.
The main elements of manual or automated driving are perception, decision and
control. In the context of driving automation systems, most commonly referenced is
SAE J3016 [3], which describes driving automation systems that perform part or all of
the so-called dynamic driving task on a sustained basis. The standard provides detailed
definitions for six levels of driving automation, ranging from no driving automation
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(level 0) to full driving automation (level 5). The intention of this paper is to be
consistent with the definitions of this standard.
Examples of level 1 automation systems include adaptive cruise control (longitudi-
nal control only), which have seen very wide industry adoption. When cruise control
is combined with lateral control, such as a lane centering system, this would consti-
tute a level 2 automation system. In level 3 automation systems the entire dynamic
driving task within a limited Operational Driving Domain (ODD)1 is performed by
the automation system but requires the user to take over the driving task in case of
a system failure. In a level 4 driving automation system, the fall-back operation will
also be provided by the driving automation system in case the user is not available
or until he/she is ready to take over the driving task. In a level 5 automation system,
the difference to a level 4 automation system is that there are no restrictions on the
operating envelope of the vehicle. In some cases no human driver is even present in
the vehicle, such as such as the Vera and 360c concepts shown in Fig. 1 and which
were recently presented by Volvo Trucks and Volvo Cars, respectively.
One way of achieving improved road safety, road utilization and decrease fuel con-
sumption through driving automation is via the concept of cooperative driving [4]
involving an intelligent infrastructure as well as vehicle to vehicle cooperation. By
cooperative driving, information about the driving environment is shared, thus en-
abling the involved vehicles to make more intelligent choices about the trajectory that
is followed. One common example of cooperative driving is platooning, where a lead
vehicle tows a platoon of vehicles. Studies such as [5–7] indicate that fuel savings of
about 10 to 20% are possible, depending on the gap between the vehicles and number
of vehicles in the platoon. Communication between vehicles in a platoon is typically
done via the IEEE 802.11p vehicle-to-vehicle radio channel [8].
Automated driving on public roads will require a redesign of the vehicle to meet new
requirements on functional safety and fault tolerance. Other industries, such as nuclear
power plants, aviation, elevators, robots [9] have long dealt with these requirements,
but often without the cost pressure present in the automotive industry. Triple (or
higher) redundancy is usually applied to allow for being tolerant to multiple faults.
The Space Shuttle, for instance, carried five general purpose computers, four being
fully-redundant and the fifth being used only for mission critical stages such as launch
and landing [10]. The system was predicted to cause a loss of a Space Shuttle only four
times in a billion flights [11]. Currently, at least single fault tolerant systems are being
proposed for steering, braking and propulsion systems for driving automation without
a backup-ready user (SAE Level 4 and 5), as was described already in [12]. Combining
these redundant systems could in some cases lead to higher redundancy [13], as will
be discussed further in this paper.
A comprehensive review of fundamental goals, development and perspectives of
driving automation systems can be found in [14]. Their work describes how driving
automation systems are developed in an evolutionary fashion from driver support
systems to increasingly higher levels of automation. Barriers to increased driving au-
tomation are described to be not only technical but also legislative. Another essential
review on driving automation is [15] which gives an comprehensive historical overview
of the evolution of driving automation as well as describing the main architecture
and essential elements of driving automation systems. One major challenge in driv-
ing automation, not covered by this paper, are the tactical functions of object and
1The ODD are the specific conditions under which a given driving automation system or feature thereof is
designed to function [3]
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Figure 1.: Driverless concepts: Volvo Vera (a) and 360c Concept (b) (image credits:
Volvo Trucks and Volvo Car Group, respectively)
Figure 2.: Volvo external steering [22]
event detection, classification and response which also includes path planning and re-
planning [16–18]. For perception challenges we refer to a recent review on this topic
in [19].
The first introductions of automated vehicles on public roads will be in a mixed
traffic environment with manual driving which increases the risks for hazards and
hence the complexity of vehicle control increases. When the society has fully automated
public road traffic, vehicle-to-X [20] will reveal objects round corners, which is not
feasible for standard vehicle environment sensors such as LIDAR, camera etc of the
subject vehicle. Backup driver controls are necessary in the case of a truck or car
without driver controls (such as the Volvo 360c and Vera shown in Fig. 1) using
frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) remote control, see Fig. 2 [21].
While the aforementioned papers provide a review of the overall challenges and
state-of-the art of driving automation systems for fault tolerant operation [23], this
present paper intends to focus on vehicle motion and chassis control [24–26] for driving
automation systems.
The Vehicle Motion Control (VMC), which is the operative part of the driving
automation system (see Fig. 3), needs a common reference for the desired vehicle
motion in the road plane. The reference motion is coordinated among available motion
devices by the VMC. The VMC also provides status and capabilities of feasible motion
to the Automated Driving System (ADS). The integrated vehicle motion control is a
necessity in order to assure that the vehicle can be safely operated in autonomous
mode. In [27] a similar control structure was proposed and successfully applied to real
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Figure 3.: Schematic view of the driving task (adapted from [3])
traffic situations. An comprehensive paper on functional architectures for automated
driving can be found in [28] where the different parts shown in Fig. 3 are described in
detail with examples from different published implementations.
In this paper we discuss how the vehicle control, actuation (primarily steering and
braking) and power distribution will be affected by automated driving on public roads.
In addition we will also describe the redundancy needed for fault tolerant operation,
for a road vehicle to meet certain system safety requirements.
2. Automated driving on public roads
In this paper we will focus on standard maneuvering, by which we mean an ODD with
roughly a lateral acceleration below 3m/s2 for cars and below 2m/s2 for trucks and
braking below 5m/s2 for a car and 3.5m/s2 for a truck.
The first introductions of automated vehicles will be in mixed traffic environments
with manual driving. This increases the risks for hazards and hence also increases the
complexity of the vehicle control task.
In order to illustrate some of the basic challenges involved in developing a safe
driving automation system (shown in Fig. 5), we will here show a very simple use
case, see Fig. 4, where the ADS equipped vehicle is driving on a straight road with a
vehicle ahead. The distance L to the vehicle ahead is dependent on the road friction
and the braking capability of the motion support brake devices. If it suddenly starts to
rain, it is important that the vehicle environment sensors can detect the free space and
vehicle ahead with high confidence during the rainy event. It is as important to have
high confidence from the motion support device of brake torque capability and actual
road friction estimate, which VMC can use to estimate the acceleration capability
for braking with high confidence. Only then can the Object and Event Detection and
Response (OEDR) management decide what distance L is needed in the upcoming
situation to be able to guarantee safe automated driving.
Looking only at braking, we have, with a being the braking deceleration magnitude,
that the stopping distance, d, obviously is
d =
1
2
v2
a
(1)
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Figure 4.: Every day use case - driving on a straight road with sudden rain ahead with
the challenge to decide distance L to vehicle ahead.
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with v, being the vehicle speed. The stopping distance as function of speed is shown
in Fig. 6. Given that we must be able to stop from (1), we then see that for a = 5m/s2,
we thus have that our sensors must be able to detect a free-space of 90m if we are to
be able to stop within that distance. If instead we are only interested in being able to
stop for a hard braking leading vehicle as discussed above, we can add the distance
required for this vehicle to brake as hard as typically possible for a passenger vehicle
to come to the safe distance L. If the sensor performance is degraded, for any reason,
the speed must therefore be adapted to the available free space.
Although the above limitations probably will apply for a considerable time, this
hasn’t stopped inventive researchers to explore more extreme maneuvering. One such
example is for instance [29] which focuses on non-linear path tracking following clothoid
paths using combined braking/steering. In [30] fuzzy logic is applied to yaw moment
stability control, which the authors claim is a simple method to achieve good perfor-
mance in controlling non-linear systems. Even more advanced maneuvers are explored
in, for instance, [31] where robust power slides are analyzed. More work on such high
side-slip maneuvers can be found in [32] using a finite state machine approach, and
in [33] using a hybrid hierarchical driver model and finally in [34] employing neural
networks to perform these maneuvers. In [35] as well as [36] interesting analysis using
phase portraits are employed to visualize the effects of controlling the highly non-linear
regimes of the vehicle operating region. In [35] the evolution of system state at the
different steer frequencies using bifurcation analysis of system state transformations
are described in an interesting manner. Further analysis of accelerating and braking
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Figure 6.: Stopping distance vs speed for three different levels of deceleration.
stability using constrained bifurcation and continuation methods can be found in [37].
Another non-linear tracking method is a stable tracking with the front tires of the
vehicle being saturated typically occurring during overspeeding in a turn. Work on
recovering from such situations was developed in [38] and more recently in [39]. In [40]
control allocation for avoidance maneuvers with oncoming vehicles is developed. There
it is shown that for some combinations of obstacle length, ego vehicle and oncoming
vehicle speed even acceleration may be required to minimize the collision risk. Sim-
ilar results were obtained for intersection accidents in [41]. One important aspect of
the automated driving is to understand the vehicle limitations. One very interesting
method to derive these limitations off-line was presented in [42] where an innovative
method for the computation of the so-called controllability region is presented for
different actuator combinations. Their method is formulated as an optimal control
problem that maximize the norm of the initial condition of the vehicle yaw-rate and
side-slip states, i.e. how far from the stationary condition the vehicle can be stabilized
with the given set of actuators and road conditions. These limitations can then be
applied with tolerance bounds on the ODD for different actuator combinations and
road conditions.
In quasi-steady state conditions a method is proposed in [43] on how to find the
optimal tire force distribution that maximizes the global vehicle force in a particular
direction, which could be very useful in critical situations.
3. System Safety and Fault-tolerant Actuation
As mentioned in the introduction, the ADS equipped vehicle must be capable of handle
faults in the control architecture. Faults in the vehicle motion control architecture
could generate hazards and should be protected against.
To achieve system safety for advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS) several
things have to be taken into consideration. Accounted has to be: Which function does
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the system provide? What can happen at failure? What is the safety mechanism at
failure - Is it electrical, mechanical or can it be a human person? Who is responsi-
ble? An excellent survey on fault-tolerant vehicle design can be found in [44]. They
highlight that driveline electrification and new chassis systems enables higher levels of
redundancy but also increase the number of fault possibilities. They conclude that a
holistic view has to be considered to get a harmonized level of fault-tolerance. These
aspects will be further discussed in this section as well as how they relate to system
safety aspects within ISO 26262 and its application to driving automation systems
and their development.
As described in the introduction, SAE J3016 [3] describes six levels of automation.
As an example, an Electric Power Assisted Steering (EPAS) unit will be given. At Level
0, there are only power assist functions available. According to the ISO 26262 [45],
if this system does fail, it must reach a fail-safe state. In the rare case of failure
the electric motor must not block (fail-silent) and the human driver may have to
steer without any power assist. At level 1, the EPAS might warn the human driver if
he/she is going out of lane and intervenes by slightly steering back into the lane (Lane
Keeping Assist, LKA). Other level 1 automation functions are steering wheel torque
overlay to mitigate oversteer or understeer [46]. At level 2, the EPAS can be used to
continuously stay within the lane [47, 48], but will require the driver to keep at all
times his hands on the steering wheel and monitor the system. To ensure the driver is
alert and ready to intervene at any time, hands-off detection (for instance [49]) and/or
vision based driver monitoring systems [50] are employed. At level 3 the EPAS can
perform the entire dynamic driving task. Thereby, the human driver might do other
tasks. Systems safety is ensured by an alert to the human, who has to be ready to
act immediately if a request to intervene (RTI) has been sent out. This RTI could
be issued if there is any failure within the vehicle regarding the OEDR management
or within the lateral or longitudinal VMC capability. From this point onward, any
Level 3 functions of the vehicle are set back to Level 1 and the human driver is fully
responsible. For braking, examples Level 1 automation are electronic stability control,
which intervenes to stabilize the vehicle in case of a skid [51] or adaptive cruise control
(ACC) described in the introduction and which automatically adjusts the vehicle speed
to maintain a safe distance from vehicles ahead. Level 2 and higher automation is when
ACC is combined with steering, as described above.
3.1. System Safety
Many hazards in automotive systems [52] are of the highest automotive safety integrity
level: ASIL-D. This means that they can occur in common situations (exposure),
the outcome is potentially life-threatening (severity) and difficult to control by the
driver if they occur (see Tab. 1). Examples of such events and their ASIL-rating are
shown in Tab. 2. System safety is about designing the system such that it is free from
unreasonable risk caused by systematic faults or random faults by having an ASIL
capability of the item (such as the brake system) that at least equal to the ASIL
classification of the hazard (see Table 2) [45]). This is achieved by [53]:
(1) Performing a hazard & risk analysis:
• Which loss of functionality may lead to a hazardous event2.
(2) Defining safety goals:
• Functionality needed to avoid an unreasonable risk for a hazardous event
2Hazards caused by the functionality itself are covered in the safety of the intended functionality (SOTIF) [54].
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Severity Exposure
C1 - Simple C2 - Normal C3 - Difficult
E1 - Very low QM QM QM
E2 - Low QM QM QM
E3 - Medium QM QM A
E4 - High QM A B
E1 - Very low QM QM QM
E2 - Low QM QM A
E3 - Medium QM A B
E4 - High A B C
E1 - Very low QM QM A
E2 - Low QM A B
E3 - Medium A B C
E4 - High B C D
S2 - Life-threatening injuries 
(survival uncertain), fatal 
injuries
Controllability
Ability to avoid a specified harm through 
timely reactions
Probability of exposure 
regarding operational 
conditions
Extent of harm to individual(s) 
that can occur in hazardous 
situation
S1 - Light and moderate 
injuries
S2 - Severe and life-
threatening injuries (survival 
probable)
Table 1.: Automotive Safety Integrity Levels (ASIL) according to [45]
Function Class Worst case environment/failure Evaluation ASIL
Propulsion
Omission Railroad crossing / No acceleration S3,E1,C2 QM
Omission Highway / No acceleration S1,E4,C1 QM
Commission City (traffic light) / Sudden accel. S3,E4,C3 D
Stuck at value City / Constant acceleration S3,E4,C3 D
Braking
Omission City / Loss of brake S3,E4,C3 D
Commission Highway / Sudden brake S3,E4,C3 D
Stuck at value Highway / Constant retardation S2,E4,C2 B
Steering
Omission Highway / Loss of steering S3,E4,C3 D
Commission Highway / Sudden steering angle S3,E4,C3 D
Stuck at value Highway / Constant steering angle S3,E4,C3 D
Table 2.: Examples of hazards and corresponding ASIL classification from [55]
• Error prediction / detection
• Specify the safe state
(3) Developing safety concepts:
• Fault prevention: Probability of the fault manifesting is sufficiently low.
• Fault tolerance: Provide required functionality even in the presence of one
or more faults.
• Fault prediction / detection: Health monitoring and start-up tests.
Below is a timing example from [53] from fault occurrence to reaching a safe state:
• t1: Fault with the potential to violate the safety goal occurs
• t2: Fault is detected
• t3: Beginning of emergency operation – execution of the warning and degradation
strategy. Hazard is mitigated.
• t4: If the fault has not been mitigated until t4 a hazardous event might occur.
• t5: System reaches a safe state (e.g. restricted vehicle state or standstill in a safe
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Figure 7.: Example of vehicle speed history according to Strategy 2. to restrict the
ODD in the event of a failure from [45]. In area 1, the item is in normal operating
mode with ASIL-D capability and in area 2, the item is in fault mode with ASIL-A
capabiity.
location) or minimum risk condition 3 End of emergency operation.
The safety concept shall ensure that t3 − t1 < t4 − t1.
It should be noted that according to ISO 26262:
During the emergency operation, the item is still free from unreasonable risk even though
the ASIL capability of the item is lower than the ASIL rating of the possible hazard. To
address this situation, the operating time in this state is limited, such that it is unlikely
that an additional fault occurs which leads to a violation of the safety goal.
The duration of the emergency operation is defined and verified from the probability
of a next fault.
According to [45], essentially two options exist once a safe state has been reached.
(1) The ADS is deactivated.
(2) The vehicle may continue to operate (without time restrictions) if the ODD is
restricted such that the ASIL of the ODD does not exceed that of the remaining
ASIL capability of the item.
In order to achieve the second option, fault operation strategies must be developed
that restricts the ODD to comply with the above.
Another topic which is important for driving automation systems is the safety of
the intended functionality (SOTIF), which is defined as absence of unreasonable risk
due to hazards resulting from functional insufficiency of the intended functionality or
by reasonably foreseeable misuse is now being standardized under ISO/PAS 21448 [54].
3According to [3], a minimum risk condition is a condition to which a user or an ADS may bring a vehicle
after performing the DDT fallback in order to reduce the risk of a crash when a given trip cannot or should
not be completed.
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SOTIF implies robustness of the intended functionality (in our case, the driving au-
tomation capability) to a reasonable wide range of operating conditions. An excellent
paper on robustness analysis of vehicle dynamics stability can can be found in [56]
where they characterize the system robustness by evaluating the probabilities of viola-
tion of prescribed performance indexes through variation of uncertain vehicle param-
eters. They conclude that the employed stochastic approach improves the robustness
of the evaluated vehicle control systems. Their work was followed up in [57] and [58]
to aid the decision making process of the controller parameters applied to four-wheel
steering and four-wheel torque control using a nonlinear predictive control again with
the aim to improve the performance robustness to vehicle parameter variations. These
methods could be further applied to the development of robust controllers for driving
automation systems. Drive-by-Wire has already been in discussion for quite some time
especially regarding the electronic driver assistance systems. Considerations towards
structures with and without mechanical backup were discussed and concepts shown
in [59].
3.2. Fault-tolerant Braking and Steering Systems
At Level 4 and 5 the human driver is allowed to do other tasks or might not even
be present, which means that there might not be any response to the RTI in case of
malfunction. If the system is fails without the user taking over the driving task, a fall-
back strategy is required such that a safe state can be reached. An EPS at this level
of automation has to be fault-tolerant to achieve the required failure in time rating
(FIT). As for steering, levels 4 and 5 require backup brake actuation in the rare case
of complete failure of the primary brake actuation system.
For brake and steering systems there are usually two kinds of redundancy: diverse or
homogeneous. Diverse redundancy is the use of multiple components of different types
(e.g. use of different brake systems for the primary and backup system). Diverse (or
heterogeneous) redundancy is more resistant to systematic faults, that is faults that are
caused by design or manufacturing flaws [60]. In homogeneous redundancy, however
multiple elements of a single type (e.g., use of dual, but identical electronic units
and power stages for the steering actuation motor) are used to achieve redundancy.
Homogeneous redundancy is more simple to implement and maintain but is susceptible
to systematic faults. Both types of redundancies provide tolerance to random faults.
For steering several redundancy options are available. Examples include either two
separate electric motors, a single induction motor with two independent three-phase
circuits [61, 62] or a single three-phase motor [63]; all powered by two independent
power stages. Furthermore, both power stages need independent micro-controllers with
independent power supply and communication.
3.3. Fault-tolerant Electric Power Distribution
Because automation systems are electric systems, the electric power distribution has to
undergo significant changes too. They inherit the functional safety integration level of
the defined function in automated mode. The current tree-shaped power distribution
with a single lead-acid battery and an alternator do not meet the requirements [65,
66]. In this section the development from current electric power supply through 48V
systems in mild hybrids to 400V and higher in plugin-hybrids and battery electric
vehicles, are discussed.
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Figure 8.: Fault tolerant three phase motor with dual power stages [63].
Figure 9.: Redundant brake actuators for fail safe brake system for heavy vehicles [64].
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3.3.1. Combustion and mild hybrid vehicles
Combustion and mild hybrid vehicles have an alternator in the system. Combustion
only vehicles, powered by 12V only, look to loose market share in time, because of
emission regulations all over the world and the rapid development of battery tech-
nology. Furthermore, the increase of applications for safety and consumer electronics
are driving the need for higher and efficient electric power generation. This is enabled
with the 48V technology without the high isolation and safety requirements of high
voltage (HV) systems [67–69]. The electric power generation in both cases is done
through an alternator connected with to the combustion engine [70]. 12V systems are
always powered through belt driven generators with a maximum power output of up
to 6kW [71]. 48V alternators, on the other hand, can also be placed as a flywheel in-
tegrated alternator with an output power of up to 15kW. The batteries in the system
are usually charged, as long as the combustion engine is running. In case of a fault in
the alternator, the control of the alternator or the rectifying part, the battery is the
only remaining source to continue to supply the system. Depending on the attached
loads, a 12V battery can be drained within 20 minutes. This is in many cases not
acceptable for L4 and L5 automated driving.
3.3.2. High voltage hybrid vehicles and battery electric vehicles
High voltage hybrids are similar in their setup to previous architectures. The only
difference is that the alternator and the battery are operating at even higher voltage.
In high voltage hybrid electric vehicles as well as in Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs),
an isolated DC/DC converter, instead of a 12V alternator, is used to power to the
12V system to which safety critical loads such as steering and braking as well critical
sensing, decision and control functions are connected. The 12V battery is then used in
case of a fault in the DC/DC converter. Generation of electric energy during driving
is only done through recuperation.
3.3.3. Fail-Operational Concepts for Automated Driving
All described architectures for mild-hybrids, high-voltage hybrids and BEVs are only
fail-safe architectures. If the system is failing it is being switched off. Because the
driver has to be present at all times and mechanical connections are available, the
hazards can be avoided. With Level 3 and higher driving automation systems, both
the communication [72–75] and electric power distribution has to be fault-tolerant.
A failure in the electric system should not lead to a hazard, it has to be avoided, as
stated in [45].
An ASIL-D hazard must be minimized to a target of 10FIT = 1 · 10−8h−1 as maxi-
mum limit for such critical functions [76]. Part of the power distribution for automated
driving is the function to supply the safety relevant loads, which now is required to ful-
fill much higher availability than previously, thereby increasing the overall complexity
of the system. The fail-operational concepts have to cover and supply the controller
for the trajectory planning, sensor fusion, braking, steering and all other automated
driving relevant loads. This means they have to be supplied independently from two
power supply paths, as described in for instance [77]. Due to recharging possibilities
those will have a connection but this connection must be able to be disconnected to
achieve independence from each other, otherwise the concepts would not work. Two
energy buffers are required for the system, because automated driving requires contin-
uously more than 2kW of electric power. A voltage drop due to high inrush currents
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Figure 10.: L4/L5 dual DC/DC converter supply concept
should be avoided.
The operating voltage of current fail-operational concepts is 12V. Combining dif-
ferent voltage levels could be possible. HV power supply will likely never be used for
safety critical applications and 48V has some obstacles to replace 12V. Safety mech-
anisms and precautions must be taken to overcome them. Currently, it cannot be
used as a backup/redundant supply if the safety precautions are not included. This
increases the complexity and the costs of the system. A fail-operational concept for a
highly automated vehicle can be seen in figure 10. This concept is powered through
two DC/DC converters and the bridge between the 12V distribution. Latter one en-
ables the charging of the second battery if one DC/DC converter fails. Failures in any
of the DC/DC converter resulting in a disconnection from the power distribution are
happening more often than the requirement for the power distribution in automated
vehicles allows. Further different concepts have been discussed and analyzed in [78]
and [79]. Even this system does not meet the requirements fully yet. Also, the FIT
rate for the batteries and DC/DC converters need to be lowered.
3.3.4. Distribution for Automated Driving
Considering the current tree shaped power distribution, all wires, supplies and loads
are protected with standard melting fuses. For the high current loads those fuses
are usually not to be exchanged by the end customer. These large fuses can be found
usually close to the main battery and in the pre-fusebox (figure 11a) and are undergoing
a change towards semiconductor fuses as shown in the right side of the figure.
Automated driving functions rely on a safe and stable power supply. Melting fuses
are therefore not applicable for all applications. Not every short circuit is a low-ohmic
short circuit at which a melting fuse might not blow. A safer and fault tolerant solution
has to be implemented, which can act quickly and provide a safe (dis-)connection for
the relevant functions. Electronics will thus replace the majority and safety critical
fuses.
Figure 11b shows the first of such an implementation, which is the power distribution
center (PDC) of the Tesla Model 3 and which has some drawbacks. A single fault can
be mitigated but a latent fault can lead to a hazard. The electronic fuse concept
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(a) Fusebox of Volvo S90 (b) PDC of Tesla Model 3
Figure 11.: Power distribution and fusing. Source: A2mac1
can be seen by the copper colored shunt resistors (red) in combination with the metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET) close by. The entry-level power
supply (blue) does feature two independent connections. Many other loads such as the
braking and low power loads are connected to one of the other five connections (green).
The system is supplied through either the battery or the DC/DC converter (yellow).
There are two other PDCs in the Tesla Model 3 which are connected at the lower left
side (orange). At those PDCs other single supplied loads are connected. Last but not
least, there is a micro-controller (pink) on the board, coordinating the measurements
and the actions of the board. Due to safety considerations this micro-controller has to
be a safety controller. This system is not perfect yet but for L2 sufficient, as in the
Model 3. A single point failure with a latent fault can still lead to a full loss of service
of the board. Moving to higher automation, additional elements are thus required.
Loads such as braking, sensor fusion and path planning do require a fuse of their own.
Sensors can be coupled to a bigger fuse, if sufficient degree of freedom for the control
of the vehicle is provided. Non driving relevant loads, can be merged to one (melting)
fuse to save costs, similar as the orange paths.
4. Vehicle motion function reference architecture
The way logical/functional systems are divided into sub-systems are mentioned to as
reference function architecture. Function reference architectures for vehicle motion are
described in [80,81].
One example of a typical vehicle motion control architecture for autonomous ve-
hicles is seen in Fig. 12. The architecture is divided into three streams; longitudinal
control, lateral control and vehicle state. This is done since these steams can act rela-
tively independently from each other. The architecture is designed in a way that the
AD-function could request a small set of high-level motion requests, which here is
acceleration and path requests. The reason for requesting high level entities is that
the AD-function should be relieved from the responsibility of having inherent and
detailed knowledge of the actuators and vehicle dynamics sensors. Another reason is
the possibility to isolate algorithms with different requirements on system safety lev-
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Figure 12.: Overview of vehicle motion control architecture suitable for automated
driving vehicles
els. Information based on capabilities from the longitudinal and lateral controllers and
confidence of vehicle state forms the constraints for the AD-function. The AD-function
outputs an acceleration request to the longitudinal controller and a path request to
the lateral controller. Less confidence of vehicle motion states and low capabilities
from longitudinal and lateral control force the AD-function to be more conservative
e.g. by lowering the vehicle speed. The vehicle dynamics sensor system typically con-
sists of wheel speed sensors, steering angle sensors, inertial measurement units, sensors
measuring states and status of the actuators.
4.1. Path tracking
The path tracking problem is an issue that concerns many different areas of research,
from robotic manipulators to vessels. Therefore, although in the literature numerous
studies can be found, a comprehensive analysis of all the proposed path tracking
methods is very difficult [82]. In particular, the definition of state-of-the-art might
vary according to the specific application considered. In recent years, Paden et al. [83]
focused on producing a survey of the state of the art on planning and control algorithms
for road vehicles, with a special focus on the urban setting. In there an overview is given
at what are currently the standard control techniques in Motion Planning, i.e. which
produce a safe, comfortable, and dynamically feasible trajectory from the vehicle’s
current configuration to the goal configuration.
From [83] it emerges how, a common trait of the automatic steering control solutions
for automated driving, is the interaction of preview control, feedback components,
and heuristic methods. This is especially evident in [84], where the controller acquires
sample values of preview path errors, lateral position error and attitude error, and
then generates a steering wheel angle control. In this work the optimal control design
is applied to a linear discrete time preview control, although it is still able to deal with
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nonlinear effects induced by high speed manoeuvres.
Moreover, on the related topic of collision avoidance manoeuvres, we find an ex-
cellent review of path tracking (and also some path tracking strategies) in [85]. In
there numerous strategies are evaluated, although no direct conclusion seems possi-
ble. In [86] sensor information available about the surrounding environment is used to
identify corridors of travel through which the vehicle can safely navigate. Further elab-
oration on lane change manoeuvres is done in [87]. Finally, in [88] the authors presented
comprehensive description of constraints imposed for autonomous driving (i.e. traffic
lights, velocity limits, forbidden lane-change, lane merging etc.) and demonstrated the
first optimal multi-lane driving in urban environment with traffic lights.
Besides the control method, the most important aspect, which can be used to classify
the different proposed works, is the model used for the description of the vehicle
trajectory. According to [89], there are three main categories in which path tracking
algorithms can be classified:
(1) Geometric path tracking methods;
(2) Kinematic model based path tracking methods;
(3) Dynamic model based path tracking methods (not discussed in this paper).
In the following, some interesting approaches are introduced, with special focus on the
ones suitable for vehicle path tracking control.
4.1.1. Geometric path tracking methods
Geometric path tracking algorithms owe their name to the fact that they exploit
geometrical relationships between the desired path to be followed and the model of
the vehicle.
The first presented method is the so-called Pure Pursuit algorithm. It is a popular
method, widely used in the robotic field over the past few years. In [90], it is used
to compute the arc (i.e. the steering angle) necessary to a robot, equipped with an
on-board black and white camera, in order to correct its position with respect to
the desired one. The obtained results can be extended also to control a four-wheeled
vehicle.
Figure 13.: Pure pursuit model
The Pure Pursuit algorithm exploits a simplified model of the vehicle and its re-
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lationship with the geometrical representation of the desired path. In particular, as
described in Fig. 13, a bicycle model of the vehicle is directly used. It is assumed that
the vehicle can only move on a 2-D surface and that only the front wheel can steer.
Then, having defined the wheelbase of the vehicle l, it is straightforward to geometri-
cally derive the equation that links the steering angle δ and the curvature radius R of
the trajectory, followed by the rear wheel, as follows:
tan δ =
l
R
(2)
As described in [91], in its basic implementation, the Pure Pursuit algorithm relies
on the following procedure.
Given a constant look-ahead distance lh, it is possible to derive the Pure Pursuit
control law as follows:
δ(t) = tan−1
(
2l sin(θ(t))
lh(t)
)
(3)
Equation (3) describes the steering angle that must be applied in order to meet the
goal point and follow the desired trajectory. In actual implementation, it is a common
practice not to use a fixed value of the look-head distance, but a varying one. Then,
lh(t) = kvx(t) depends on a tuning parameter k and on the longitudinal velocity of
the vehicle, obtaining
δ(t) = tan−1
(
2l sin(θ)
kPP vx(t)
)
(4)
In this manner, a too aggressive control action is avoided in case of high value of vx or
small value of the curvature radius as is shown in, for instance, [92]. Then, the control
parameter kPP tuning is the key step in order to obtain an effective control action.
In [89], multiple values of kPP are tested for a controller applied to a vehicle that
performs common tests, such as a single lane change and the eight course, i.e. an
eight-shaped circuit.
By analyzing the test results, it can be stated that:
• for ”small” values of kPP (i.e. for a short look-ahead distance) the path tracking
is accurate, but the vehicle shows an oscillatory behavior and system instability
can arise;
• for ”large” values of kPP the system works in stable condition and there are not
relevant oscillatory phenomena. However, despite smooth path tracking being
guaranteed, it can be inaccurate.
Such results show that a fine tuning of the parameter kPP is needed in order to achieve
a proper trade off between tracking performance and stability property.
Since pure-pursuit has been one of the most common path tracking strategy, many
studies have been done aimed to improve its performance in actual implementation,
for both indoor and outdoor applications. In particular, in [93] the main properties
and issues of the pure-pursuit algorithm are studied. On the other hand, in [94], much
effort has been spent in analyzing the effect of time delays due to the computational
time needed by the hardware components, such as cameras, sensors, etc.
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4.1.2. Kinematic model based methods
By employing a kinematic model, all phenomena that occur between the wheels and
the road, which give rise to the so-called slipping conditions, are neglected.
This model approximation is used in several works, e.g. in [95], where a survey of
these path tracking methods can be found, applied to a rear-wheel driving vehicle.
The interesting control strategy, firstly presented in [96] and further developed
in [95], is the so-called Smooth Time-Varying Feedback Control is based on the ex-
ploitation of the properties of the so-called kinematic model in path coordinates, used
to describe the vehicle motion with respect to the desired path.
This control strategy allows to derive a path tracking time-varying feedback control
law. Then, the derived controller must be tuned in order to guarantee the stability of
the system and ensure good tracking performance. In [95] also a simple design rule is
presented, which guarantees stability while at the same time reducing the number of
calibratable parameters.
In [89], several lane change tests have been performed at different velocities, for value
of lateral acceleration ranging from 1 to 6 m/s2. The results of these experiments show
that, at low velocities, by increasing lateral acceleration, the path tracking accuracy
increase. But at higher velocities (e.g. 20 m/s), the controller performances and robust-
ness drastically decrease. This is due to the fact that this control approach does not
take into account some vehicle dynamics that can not be neglected at high velocities.
Kinematic model methods are the most commonly used path tracking approaches
adopted in the automotive community. In particular, the trend is to use a cascade
structure in which the fist stage consist in the computation of the desired steering
angle δ, and the second stage employs an algorithm able to overtake the limits of
the kinematic model, which does not take into account the vehicle dynamics. This
structure can be found in [97], where two MPC controllers are used for this purpose,
or in [98], where a neural-network based algorithm is implemented.
4.1.3. Considerations for long combination vehicles
Heavy vehicles, and in particular long combination vehicles, present additional chal-
lenges (compared to passenger cars) when designing motion control and path following
approaches. Their high centre of mass results in a roll over threshold which that must
be considered when calculating the maximum lateral acceleration capability of the
vehicle. Typical steady-state roll-over thresholds for a tractor semitrailer vehicle can
be as low as 3.5m/s2 and vary significantly depending on the payload that is being
carried by the vehicle.
The multiple articulation points which are present in a long combination vehicle can
also introduce a phenomenon known as rearward amplification; where, depending on
the frequency of a steering input on the first vehicle unit, a larger lateral acceleration
may be experienced in subsequent vehicle units. A rearward amplification ratio of
between 1.1 and 1.3 is typical for a conventional tractor-semitrailer combination [99,
100]. For longer multi-trailer vehicle combinations rearward amplification ratios >2
can be exhibited [99]. The maximum rearward amplification ratio for articulated heavy
vehicles is typically experienced at frequencies around 0.5Hz - such frequencies should
therefore be avoided, where possible, when designing path following controllers for
articulated heavy vehicles.
Long combination vehicles require significantly more road space to manoeuvre com-
pared to passenger cars; for example, a standard tractor-semitrailer combination can
exhibit a swept path width of >7m when navigating a 12.5m radius roundabout [99].
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The swept path of the whole vehicle combination must be taken into account when
planning and tracking a path. It should also be considered when selecting a suitable
vehicle combination for a given ODD.
The introduction of actively steered axles on trailer and converter-dolly units has
been shown to reduce the effects of rearward amplification as well as the overall swept
path of long combination vehicles, e.g. in [101] and [102].
The multiple articulation points of long combination vehicles make the task of auto-
mated reversing somewhat difficult. Path followers suitable for this task have, however,
recently been designed and successfully implemented on multi-trailer combinations,
e.g. in [103].
4.2. Vehicle motion state estimation (VMSE)
As can be seen from Fig. 12, state-estimation of feedback variables are important for
VMC and a comprehensive review of state estimation can be found in [9]. Tire/road
friction estimation has attracted particular attention and an extensive review on this
model based friction and estimation without tire model is available in [104]. One par-
ticular challenge in vehicle state and friction estimation is given by small friction
utilization: this topic is extensively discussed in [105,106] for side-slip angle and forces
estimation, and in [107] for the road friction. In addition to this, the estimation and
compensation of the brake linings coefficient of friction in modern brake-by-wire sys-
tems represent another challenging task owing to the stochastic characteristic of the
frictional contact dynamics [108]. Recent publications on real-time robust identifica-
tion of tire and brake linings friction can be found in [109,110] and [111], respectively.
The task for the Vehicle Motion State Estimator (VMSE) is to estimate:
• motion variables of vehicle body, e.g. vehicle speed over ground
• motion variables of axles and wheels, e.g. tire forces
• vehicle parameters, e.g. vehicle mass
• vehicle-environment variables, e.g. road friction
The VMSE fuses vehicle dynamic sensors entities to estimated entities to a desired
attribute. Quite often the sensors themselves do not have high enough ASIL and lack
of accuracy and precision. The VMSE also gives the confidence of an estimate along
with the estimate itself. One important estimate from VMSE is the tire/road friction.
What is unique with road friction is that it is crucial for determining the trade-off
between risk of accident and speed for the automated vehicle. At the same time, it is
also difficult to estimate [112,113]. In [114] the confusion matrix is presented as a way
to understand why road friction is important to know. As seen in 14; if the estimated
friction is lower than true one, then we could expect false warnings. These will for a
human driven vehicle risk to be experienced as an unwanted disturbance. The self-
driving vehicle will most likely take action and lower the speed to an unacceptable low
speed which make the transport task unnecessarily time consuming. If the estimated
friction is higher than true one, the self-driving vehicle risks to adapt it’s driving style
to high road friction, which means that vehicle speed risks to be too high during
cornering and time gap to surrounding traffic too small.
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Figure 14.: Confusion matrix of road friction
4.3. Minimum risk maneuver example
In case of loss of reference motion, the vehicle may be required to execute a minimum
risk manoeuvre and track a minimum risk path. Losses of reference motion can appear
as a result of, for example, power blackout, electromagnetic disturbances or commu-
nication failures. When such events happen, the vehicle may not be able to operate
normally and a minimum risk maneuver could be initiated. Figure 15 shows the use
case of a minimum risk maneuver where a safe stop is initiated and controlled. The
goal here is to perform a safe stop until standing still, by decelerating and following
the last known buffered reference path. One special case of a safe stop is the blind
safe stop, where environment sensors are unavailable and the position needs to be
controlled blindly by dead-reckoning by for example inertial navigation. Since dead-
reckoning results in integration drift, there is over time an increasing uncertainty in
the position during the control (marked with yellow color in Fig. 15). Since high speed
driving results in longer duration of the safe stop, a larger position error is expected
at high speeds. Inertial navigation has been applied in many fields. For example for
positioning of humans inside buildings [115,116], mobile telephones [117], under water
vehicles [118], aircraft [119], [120] and land-based vehicles [121–126]. Dead reckon-
ing is often used at sea or by aircraft where the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) signal reception is limited. Fig. 16.a shows the filtering results from two dif-
ferent Kalman filter concepts (C1 and C2) from [127] using pure dead-reckoning with
data from an inertial navigation unit (IMU), wheel speed sensors and steering angle.
In Fig. 16.b the position uncertainty is shown. The 2-σ ellipses should be geometri-
cally interpreted as the 95% likelihood of being inside the border. Position from the
reference instrumentation (Oxford Technical Solutions RT3000) is also shown together
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Figure 15.: Example of a minimum risk manoeuvre use case.
with a standard vehicle inbuilt GNSS system. Interestingly, the standard GNSS gives
large position errors indicating that a GNSS receiver alone would not solve the prob-
lem. The blind safes stop is a particular class of dead-reckoning, where the duration
is short (approx. 10 s) and the requirement of position precision is high (decimeter
laterally). The large uncertainty is a result of a demanding cornering manoeuvre with
an initial speed of 120 km/h. If the position uncertainty from the filtering process can
be calculated on-board, the vehicle can adapt it’s speed during normal driving to al-
ways be able to perform a safe stop within required position constraints. To keep dead
reckoning time as short as possible, it would be natural to also decelerate as much as
feasible. The risk of rear end collision must however be evaluated which in turn limits
too hard deceleration.
In case that also the safe stop algorithm would fail, then the final step is an actuator
safe state. This could be executed by the actuators themselves, e.g. locking steering
angle and engaging the brakes with a constant brake pressure.
It should also be mentioned that a blind safe stop means that no environment
information will be updated until the full stop is reached. Even if the environment
information was appropriate just before entering the safe-stop sequence, it is difficult
to predict, for instance, all possible variations of motion of the surrounding traffic.
The risk for collision is hence increased. The authors believe that protections such
as post impact control will therefore be important. After a conceivable first impact,
the vehicle occupants are in general more unprotected to a second impact e.g. by
already deployed airbags, an unfavorable sitting position which would increase the
risk of serious injuries. In case that a first impact is detected, then the vehicle could
be controlled to minimize the risk of a secondary impact event, see [128,129]
4.4. Redundant steering by differential braking
Even if a redundant steering actuator is present, as discussed in the previous section,
it may be in a degraded state with a reduced capacity. One severe use case is curve
driving and loss of steering torque from the steering actuator. Due to the caster trail in
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Figure 16.: (a) The estimated X- and Y- positions at 120 km/h using dead-reckoning
for a blind safe stop. (b) 2-σ standard deviation ellipses of position
the wheel suspension, the vehicle will quickly leave the lane when the steering torque
vanishes. An experiment of loss of steering torque from [13] is seen in Fig. 17. When
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Figure 17.: Effect of vanishing steering torque in a curve with 50 m radius and 70
km/h (from vehicle measurements).
the steering torque from steering actuator disappears, the alignment torque generated
at the front axle will induce a change of the steering- wheel angle (SWA) towards zero
within approximately 0.8 s. This special case is in the context of self-driving vehicles
most likely an unusual case due to the initial high lateral acceleration (approximately
7 m/s2) which is outside any conceivable comfort zone. The case is however selected
to demonstrate how quickly the vehicle leaves the road if no control is performed to
reduce the effect of the failure. One alternative to overcome the problem with steering
actuator degradation is to use differential braking [13] or torque vectoring [130], i.e.
applying different wheel torques at left and right side of the vehicle. The method is
limited since the vehicle cannot achieve same performance in e.g. lateral acceleration
and the solution is not robust [13]. For example road friction and wheel suspension
parameters such as scrub radius influence the maximum feasible vehicle curvature.
Figure 18 shows the results from hard differential braking from at one side of a pas-
senger vehicle. The brake force at left side of the vehicle, F reqb , is applied while driving
straight ahead. During the brake tests, it was observed that different curvatures, ρ,
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Figure 18.: Experimental response test of hard differential braking curvature (left)
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Figure 19.: Lateral control of 3 axle heavy vehicle using steer-by-braking. Double lane
change at 60km/h, from [131] (a) Path tracking, in x and y co-ordinates (b) Requested
brake torque for each of 6 wheels
were achieved depending on holding hands or not on the steering wheel. When hands
were off the steering wheel, the longitudinal tire force on the front left wheel together
with the scrub radius generates an alignment torque inducing the steering wheel to,
after approximately 1 s, turn anti-clockwise. The induced steering wheel angle, in turn,
results in an increased curve radius compared to hold the steering wheel and with a
fixed zero angle. In [13] is was found that the suspension design was crucial for the
possibility of reach high curvatures. In order to provide a large curvature, the caster
angle should be small and the scrub radius large and positive. In addition to the sus-
pension design, it is beneficial to have the center of gravity close the rear axle and to
have a large track width.
Steer-by-braking has been investigated as a back-up steering system for automated
heavy vehicles, e.g. in [131]. Fig. 19 shows vehicle test results for a 3 axle heavy
vehicle, performing an autonomous double-lane change manoeuvre using a steer-by-
braking approach. As can be seen in the figure, reasonable path tracking performance
can be achieved using differential braking alone on such a vehicle. Such an approach
can be used to steer the vehicle for a short period of time, however, for friction braked
vehicles, prolonged use of steer-by-braking can result in overheated brake components.
It should also be noted that any conventional active steering system(s) fitted to the
vehicle must be designed to fail silent for a steer-by-braking controller to be effective.
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Figure 20.: Monitor/actuator pair conceptual diagram from [134]
5. Verification of Automated Vehicles
Testing and verification of vehicle systems is always a major part of the development
and driving automation systems are no exception. In fact verification might prove one
of the most challenging aspects of the development of these systems [132]. In [133]
it is shown that automated vehicles would have to be driven hundreds of millions of
miles and sometimes hundreds of billions of miles to demonstrate their reliability in
terms of fatalities and injuries. This is also noted in [134] where a goal of one fault per
109 hours resulting in a violation of a safety goal is not feasible to test the multiple
times that time required achieve statistically significant quantification of actual failure
rate of the system. Combined this means that significant advances in the research and
development of testing and verification methods are required to meet these challenges.
One approach advocated in [134] to mitigate many of the challenges of automated
vehicle safety is the use of the monitor/actuator architecture shown in Fig. 20. In
such an architecture, functional requirements are allocated separately from system
safety requirements. These different sets of requirements are allocated to a actuator
and monitor, respectively. The task of the monitor is to override the outputs of the
actuator in case of a potential violation of a safety goal. This separation means that, for
one, that the two can be developed separately and independently. Also the actuator can
be developed with lower integrity than the monitor. Furthermore testing is simplified
since system safety testing can be focused on verifying the behavior of the monitor,
with less regard to the actuator.
In [134], the method of fault injection is proposed as an important element in the
test strategy. This means inserting exceptional conditions and inputs at multiple levels
of abstraction to test the robustness of the system and attempt to falsify claims of
safety goal fulfillment.
To verify vehicle dynamics control algorithms, [135] proposes (1) the evaluation of
the static properties by constrained bifurcation and continuum analysis and (2) the
evaluation of the dynamic properties by the optimization-based worst-case seeking. In
the first method, the stability of equilibrium points for varying parameters are ana-
lyzed, thus creating limits of operation for the analyzed system. In the second approach
the optimal control theory is applied to maximize deviations from desired response out-
puts by seeking the worst possible combination of inputs. These both methods rely on
the same underlying system description and are useful to understand the boundaries
of the controlled vehicle subsystem from inputs to the VMC and actuator layers.
An approach for the safety verification presented in [136] and [137] is to compute the
so-called reachable set of the vehicle. This set then guarantees safety if not intersected
by the set of space occupied by other road users. With their approach it is also possible
to online compute feasible trajectories for evasive maneuvers.
In [138] a new testing framework is presented that combines the approaches of
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scenario-based testing and functionality-based testing. Based on the so-called semantic
diagram which defines the relationship between testing scenarios, tasks, and vehicle
functions to measure the sensing/recognition, decision and action behaviors inside a
vehicle. This new testing framework is said to have guided parts of the “Intelligent
Vehicle Future Challenge” held annually in China.
In [139] machine learning techniques are applied to testing of automated driving as
an effective alternative to manual testing of automated driving control. Their approach
involves subjecting a controller to an adaptively chosen set of fault scenarios within a
simulation environment, and using a genetic algorithm to search for combinations of
faults.
All modern testing involves a mix of simulation and physical testing [140]. The ben-
efits of simulation include repeatability, automation and measureability. Furthermore,
parameters of simulation models and scenarios can be varied to achieve test coverage
that would simply be impossible in physical testing. With validated simulation mod-
els [141] even release testing of vehicle variants can be performed [140,142]. According
to a Google report [143] simulation is a vital part of their development of automated
vehicles. On the use of simulation they state that:
One benefit of teaching a computer to drive is that it has great memory and recall. With
our simulator, we’re able to call upon the millions of miles we’ve already driven and
drive those miles again with the updated software. For example, to make left turns at an
intersection more comfortable for our passengers, we modified our software to adjust the
angle at which our cars would travel. To test this change, we then rerun our entire driving
history of 2+ million miles with the new turning pattern to ensure that it doesn’t just
make our car better at left turns, but that the change creates a better driving experience
overall.
6. Summary of challenges for automated driving and the connection to
the research community
Figure 21 outlines several challenges that these authors believes need particular at-
tention for autonomous vehicles. The challenges are divided into Vehicle Longitudinal
and Lateral Control; Vehicle Motion State Estimation; Robust, Independent and Fault
Tolerant Vehicle Systems and finally updated Development Processes.
Many of these aspects are covered in this paper but more research is recommended
to be dedicated to study how to obtain a robust and fault-tolerant system and how to
reach independence (redundancy) between systems. Some autonomous vehicles, such
as robot taxis, are assumed to transport occupants not involved in the driving task
meaning that control with high trust and low jerk will be needed. To meet that, novel
integrated control that doesn’t disturb the driver is likely essential. In addition, motion
sickness needs to be considered for planning of route as well as for the longitudinal and
lateral control. Here new research is needed to find new predictive control concepts.
Moreover, there is need for research in detecting miss-use and wear of the vehicle by
means of condition monitoring based on vehicle dynamics knowledge. As an example,
a skilled human driver can observe faults in the vehicle’s mechanical systems that
need actions such as maintenance. The sense for such abilities would be beneficial to
automate to lower the cost for faults and increase the life length. Another area of
research interest is how to get a logical and smooth transition between the human
driver and the autonomous function.
To ensure safety and to not unnecessarily limit the speed of autonomous vehicles,
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Figure 21.: Challenges in vehicle motion control for automated vehicles.
there is an increasing need for knowing the road condition such as road friction. Since
the availability of confident road condition estimates is low, there is likely a need
for active excitation of the tires. The question how active tire excitation should be
controlled to minimize the influence of comfort has not get much focus in the literature.
Also, research on how to use novel sensors, such as microphones, LIDAR, camera etc.,
for road friction estimation will become essential and how to adapt sensor fusion
technologies by using Extended Kalman Filter, Unscented Kalman filter and particle
filters. Another area of research interest is high precision positioning and focus on how
to estimate the position of the vehicle.
For system safety, there a need for research on how to apply an interpret safety re-
quirements. Safety requirements are typically defined at a customer function level, but
attention should be paid on how to brake down requirements across the vehicle motion
control architecture. Further on, little research has been dedicated to the question how
to verify requirements allocated to the architecture and how to limit the operational
domain to fulfill them.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we discussed how the vehicle control is affected by automated driving on
public roads. In addition we also described the redundancy needed for fault tolerant
operation, for a road vehicle meet certain safety goals. Firstly general considerations for
automated driving on public roads were discussed. Here we illustrated the importance
of the relaying of status and capability of each part of the driving automation system.
Secondly the concept of system safety as well as system solutions to fault tolerant
actuation of steering and braking and the associated fault tolerant power supply was
described. Notably the question of restricting the operational domain of the vehicle in
order to be able to proceed with reduced safety integrity in case of reduced capability
on any part of the driving automation system was discussed. In this area, the authors
also call for more research on applications of this principle. Thirdly we expanded on
the aspects of path tracking, state estimation of vehicle motion control required for
automated driving as well as an example of a minimum risk maneuver and redundant
steering by means of differential braking. The steering by differential braking could
offer heterogeneous or dissimilar redundancy that complements the redundancy of
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described fault tolerant steering systems for driving automation equipped vehicles, but
more studies in this area is also warranted. Finally the important topic of verification of
driving automation systems was addressed. Verification of driving automation systems
is a critical topic that requires more research and development in order to realize the
promises of driving automation to its users and society as a whole through improved
traffic safety, fuel efficiency, traffic flow and more.
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Nomenclature
AD Automated driving
ADAS Advanced driving assistance systems
ADS Automated driving system
ASIL Automotive safety integrity level
BEV Battery electric vehicle
CAN Controller area network
DDT Dynamic driving task
EPAS Electric power assisted steering
EPS Electric power steering
FHSS Frequency-hopping spread spectrum
FIT Failure in time
GNSS Global navigation satellite system
HEV Hybrid electric vehicle
HV High voltage
ICE Internal combustion engine
IMU Inertial measurement unit
LIDAR Light detection and ranging
LKA Lane keeping assist
MPC Model predictive control
ODD Operational driving domain
OEDR Object and event detection and response
PDC Power distribution center
PHEV Plugin hybrid electric vehicle
RTI Request to intervene
SOTIF Safety of the intended function
SWA Steering wheel angle
VMC Vehicle motion control
VMSE Vehicle motion state estimation
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